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Wednesday June 23rd 19:00 - Brightwells Timed
Online Auction of Classic Motorcycles.
As we suspected, the 1921 Zenith Gradua Sporting
Model C comfortably exceed upper estimate to
make £30,316. The tidy 1983 Honda CB400NB Super
Dream, made just £1,830. With 11 months MOT, this
unmistakable child of the eighties will be a great bike
for its new owner.
At just £10,696, this 1951 ex-Julian Bishop Vincent
Comet racer looked too cheap to be true.

Outside of the bikes section, the rare “cricket bat”
bevel drive Norton engine, featured in issue 61 made
an unremarkable £1.323, whilst another Norton
engine (below) – this time a 1953 ES2 with spare head
made £368.

PAST EVENTS
Wednesday June 23rd Breakfast meet - The New
Strand - Eardisley.
Lovely weather, excellent breakfast, interesting bikes
and good company. Doesn’t get much better.

One of the “hidden gems” we spoke of in issue 61
was this single phase Super 7 Myford lathe on a
stand, but with no tooling. It made a strong £920,
proving that there is still life out there in Britain’s sheds.
With all racing machinery, it pays to be very cautious,
but this one just looks right and catches the eye.
Overall, a disappointing auction for the classics, with
just 7 of the 14 finding new homes.
You can find the full results on Brightwells website.
https://www.brightwells.com/classic-motoring/pastresults/classic-vintage-past-results/past-results-23rdjune/
Friday June 25th & Sat June 26th - Pugh’s Auction
Centre, Ledbury – 2 Day Sale of Vintage and Classic
Motorcycles, Spares, Literature, Clothing, Workshop
Tools and Lathes

The 1976 Z900, we covered in issue 61 didn’t quite
match the spectacular £18,800 paid for a Z1 at an
H&H auction earlier in the year, but it did make a very
acceptable £14,248. This is a good illustration of just
how fickle the market can be and a firm
demonstration that specialist knowledge is
important. The two machines were in very
similar(excellent) condition and seemed (to my
untutored eye) highly original. The first 900, the Z1, is
just more revered and more collectable – thus the
price difference. Also covered in issue 61, the 1968
BSA B44 from the same collection, did indeed
command a good price £5,261, which makes the
£2,192 paid for this 1966 model later in the sale look
like a bit of a bargain.

A flat day for the normally dependable Triumph
twins. The tidy imported 1970 Daytons 500 (above)
made just £4,055, whilst a 1960 “Bathtub” 3TA made
a disappointing £2,740.
The exception was
this “Marmite” 1970
T120R
Special.
Exquisitely modified
and re-furbished to
an
exceptionally
high standard, but
probably
not to
everyone’s taste,
with its “desert sled”
look, it made a
strong
£10,083,
twice the price of
any other Triumph
in the sale.

Saturday June 26th - "The Reservoirs Run” The Groe
car park Builth Wells, LD2 3B.

A report from Rob Woodford
Ten bikes gathered at The Groe car park in Builth
Wells on ten different marques - Norton, AJS,
Matchless, Tri BSA, BSA, Silk, Royal Enfield, Honda,
Laverda and Velocette

Eight left on the southerly route and the other two
planned to meet us at Llandovery.
The weather was grey and misty on higher ground
but still quite pleasant. The route took us past seven
reservoirs and the scenery was spectacular. We
actually rode down the east side of Pen Y Fan and
then up the west side, unfortunately we were unable
to see it due to the mist!

Another immaculate Honda CB400, this time a 1980
model, slipped past the buyers for a mere £1,425,
£400 cheaper than the Brightwells machine, but
without the benefit of an MOT.

Top price of the day - £20,824 - was paid for a Francis
Beart built and owned 1939 500cc Manx Norton, with
some TT history.
All prices include buyers commission and Vat on that
comission.
To see the complete catalogue go to HJ Pugh’s
website http://www.hjpugh.com/new.html

Arriving at The Owls Nest in Llandovery, we met up
with four others, two on Velocettes (Eddie & Sheila
Wittingham), one on a Triumph (Tim Lee) and the
other on a Kawasaki . Jon Hodges and his wife on a

Silk plus his friend arrived to have lunch with us but did
not follow us on as they were on a different route. The
two Petes had prior arrangements so left us to return
to Builth Wells.
We also met up with Brian Marsh from Northampton
who was doing the “National Rally” and was going
to take part in the HOTE the following day.
The remaining ten bikes then proceeded on the
Northern half of the route on towards Llyn Brianne.
Stopping at the Dam we bumped into the Oxford
section who were having a weekend break staying
in Rhayader. After a short break and Rob’s reunion
with an old friend we set off northwards stopping at
times to take in the stunning views of Llyn Brianne.

We then headed over the moors to Tregaron,
Pontrhydfendigaid, Hafod Estate, Cwmystwyth and
on down the mountain road to the Elan Valley
passing another five reservoirs. We arrived at the
Visitors Centre just as it was closing so we said our
farewells and returned home.
A great day was had by all with lots of smiling faces.
Saturday and Sunday July 3rd & 4th - Staffordshire
County Showground. The International Classic Motor
Cycle Show.
Entries were restricted, but how many were allowed
in is unclear. Many exhibitors chose to stay at home
too. Regular stallholder John Harding tells us that…

“Outside was at about 1/2 capacity, the three halls
to the left, Sandylands etc., were all taken by
Bonhams, the main hall was at about 60%
capacity......very few club stands this year,” For those
of you used to shoulder to shoulder crowds, this is
what it looked like on Sunday at around 2:00 p.m.

Friday, Saturday & Sunday July 2nd 3rd & 4th Staffordshire County Showground – Bonham’s
Summer Sale.
As expected, the AJS “Porcupine” covered in issue
61 did attract the serious bidders with deep pockets
and made £300,900 including 15% commission and
the VAT on that commission - the most expensive bike
to cross the UK auction blocks this year. Too cheap?

Too expensive? Hard to know, this is one of the most
iconic post-war racng machines and is rarer than a
rare thing. I can imagine sitting in my air-conditioned
carpeted garage clutching a 25 year old single malt.
captivated by the beauty and charisma of the
“Porcupine”. Even though I emptied my bank
accounts, cashed in my pension and sold a kidney –
I am still happy.
The beautiful 1981 Benelli 250cc Quatro didn’t excite
the bidders and struggled to a disappointing £2,124
– surely the bargain of the day, or should that
accolade go to this immaculate 1990 Honda
VFR750F-L (RC36) which cost its new owner a mere
£1,121. A personal favourite, the RC36 was described
in 1990, by the editor of the US “Cycle” Magazine as
“A polished jewel…….a pentathlete in a world of
single event specialists… its charm extends much
further than any spec sheet can ever show.” I
couldn’t have put it better!

Enough of the “also-rans”, we all know that a
Bonham’s auction is just about the big ticket bikes,
the Broughs the Vincents and the other “exotica”
that find its way into these major international
auctions.
A total of five Broughs crossed the block, with the top
price of £129,800 being paid for an evocation. This
was no ordinary evocation though. Painstakingly
assembled by local engineer and Brough expert
Ewan Cameron as an “homage” to Noel Pope's

Brough Superior that set the outright motorcycle lap
record of 124.51mph at Brooklands 82 years ago, this
stunning machine runs on 105-octane fuel, is
lubricated by Castrol ‘R’ and is rumoured to deliver
the same power, noise and smell as the original did
80 years ago.

You can find the full results for this 3-day auction here.
https://www.bonhams.com/auctions
HEREFORDSHIRE ON THE EDGE 2021 – SUNDAY JUNE
27th

RESULTS AND AWARDS

the field and the
smallest bike to
have ever won a
medal.
There were plenty
of
mid-century
British classics, like
Chris
LawtonSmith’s ‘52 Vincent
Comet
(below),
Cliff Osenton’s 1956
350cc
Matchless
G3
and
Mike
Bertenshaw’s 1959
350cc Royal Enfield Bullett. All of them achieved
Gold standard, with Cliff and Mike achieving
“Ragged” ribbons.

If we compare the 2021 results with those of 2019 we
can see, in 2021, a much lower drop-out rate and a
significant increase in Gold medals and Ragged
Edge ribbons. Is it getting too easy, or are our entrants
getting better? We hope it’s the latter as we have no
plans to make it harder.
THE MACHINERY

The fifth running of Herefordshire on the Edge was
another record year. 102 machines were entered, a
12% increase over 2019.As you can see from the
simple Results summary, only 60 medals were won,
but half of them were “Gold” and 19 of those came
with a “Ragged Edge” ribbon.

As usual,
we had a
dazzling
array
of
machines
ranging
from Paul
Jameson’s
imposing
Gold
medal
winning
1936 Ariel
Square
Four (ABOVE) to Frank Chapman’s delightful Silver
medal winning1968 Honda CL90, the smallest bike in

The 3 wheeler entry was enlivened by a gaggle of
Morgans featuring for the first time. None achieved
medal standard, but they certainly contributed to
the spectacle and we look forward to the marque
being a regular feature in future events. Of the more
coventional (not really the ideal word) 3-wheelers,

John Roach’s much modified mighty 950cc 1978
Moto-Guzzi
attracted lots of
attention,
but
the 3 wheeled
performance of
the day definitey
went to Robin
and
Jennifer
Mann,
who
managed
a
“Ragged Gold”
on their 1959 BSA
A10
Super
Rocket. (seen below at The Shelderton section.)

Of the 102 machines entered, 49 were of British origin
with 26 being Japanese. An amazing 30 different
marques were entered. Honda proving the most
popular with 15, closely followed by Lambretta with
10. Norton, Triumph and BSA, all with 8 entries were
the most popular of the British Marques.
Average age of the machines was 52 with the oldest
being Peter Cottrell’s 107 year old Humber. The
average age of the riders was 64 and our youngest
entrant, Harley MT350 mounted Jack England, a
mere child of 30!
Our oldest rider, (who shall remain anonymous), was
born in 1939, took a bronze and vows to be back next
year on a smaller bike. Average machine capacity
was a lumpen 533cc. We didn’t see any British “goto-work” 2-strokes this year, not a single Bantam,
Excelsior, James or Francis Barnett! Have a look in
your shed, you must have one somewhere. Where
are you moped riders and step-thru fans? Remember
for 2022 - “Small is beautiful”.

running the start/finish at Leintwardine and Bob
Abberley for doing the same at The Traveller’s Rest.
Thanks also to our team of Marshals who helped
newcomers to fathom the mysteries of filling in their
route cards - well done to Richard Caddick, Cath
Sumner, Tom Welch and Richard Williams. Special
thanks to Maggie McGladdery for untold hours of
office work, to Ray Whittaker who designs the event
stickers and last but by no means least, our erstwhile
codeboard putter-upperers and taker downerers,
Ian Taylor, Bob Abberly and Richard Hale. It’s true to
say that without you, the event could not take place.
VENUES AND REST HALTS
A big thankyou to The Lion at Leintwardine and the
Traveller’s rest at Ross, for hosting our start/finish
points and to Café Hay and to Sally’s Place (better
know as the café at British Camp) for acting as
Cardinal Points.
FUND RAISING
I am aware that many of you raised significant funds
for St Michael’s Hospice, directly though their
website. Many thanks to those who did so. The two
collection boxes which were at the start/finish and
also at the bike show at The Moon contained a
magnificent £192.68. Thanks to all who contributed.

It was wonderful to see
no
less
than
10
scooters take the start
at Ross. They all
proved (more or less)
reliable and all took
home Bronze Medals,
vowing to be back
next year looking for
Gold.

OUR ORGANISING TEAM
Clerk of the Course, Roger Bibbings and I would like
to thank Tanya Jeyasingham and Sue Pickering for

Herefordshire on the Edge 2022 will take place on
Sunday June 26th. The event will have a similar format
to previous years and will use the same start/finish
venues. Make a date in your diary.

Sunday July 11th - The Dams Run – words by run
leader - Rob Woodford.

There was a good selection of riders at the beginning
with some interesting bikes. As it was a “Route Sheet”
run some riders set off independently whilst others
stayed with the group..……As we turned up to
Rhulen Hill there was a group of trail riders coming
down, a little further up we came across a modern
BMW with rider and wife at the side.

guard as a number of the first group went on by
themselves. We continued, stopping at a number of
spots to take in the wonderful views, finishing at the
Elan visitors centre, where we found some more of
our group.
Several riders made
arrangements to find
their own way home
from
the
Visitor’s
Centre,
but
Jack
England (on his Harley
MT350) and I did the full
trip finishing at Hay. It
was a very enjoyable
day
and
I
was
delighted that my CTT
behaved impeccably
for a 92 year old!
Sunday July 18th – Forest of Dean Ride.
The warm weather encouraged a good turnout for
one of our regular rides. A visit to the Trelleck Stones
was an interesting addition to the route.

As they had avoided the trail riders a part of the
hedge that was sticking out had pulled and snapped
the fuel injection electric cable. They said they were
OK, so we checked for mobile signal and carried on.
Roger Bibbings said he would go back to help but
unfortunately, that was the last we saw off them so I
do not know what happened in the end! We picked
up another group at Erwood bridge at the prearranged time, this turned into the changing of the

In the true section tradition, there was a wide range
of machinery on display.

James Wiseman’s Ex-Swiss Army 350cc Condor
definitely took the rarity prize and it was good to see
Richard Williams out on his 350 Velo.

Thursday July 22nd – Annual Bike Show - The Moon
Mordiford. Re-scheduled from July 15th for COVID
reasons (remember that?).

This was the best supported show to date and
featured the best selection of machinery. Thanks to
Alan and Karen, owners of The Moon, for their strong
support, to Dave and Surrey Brand for organising it
and most of all thanks to all of you who showed your
bikes as well as those who just turned up to see the
spectacle. I’ll just let the pictures tell the story.

Sunday August 15th - How Many bridges?
This was the 3rd running of this full day's ride, which
criss-crosses the Wye from Hereford, down to the
spectacular old Severn Bridge and then continues
into Gloucestershire.
There was a good turnout for this 150+ mile ride, but
disappointingly many didn’t have the faith in their
older bikes and turned out on “moderns”. Leader
Mike Smith used a similar route to previous years, but
changed the coffee stop to the excellent Millbrook
Garden Centre, just outside Monmouth. (below)

machines – features a Junior course of 48 miles and
a Senior course of 61 miles, both with coffee and
lunch stops en-route. You can leave vans and trailers
at the Cob House start/finish.
A great chance to get your tiddler out (can I really
say that?) – Do your bit to make this a great event.
Thursday 9th Sep – The Black Mountain run starting
from Brecon 10:00 for 10:30 – full details available
nearer the time.
This 100 mile run takes in Carreg Cennen Castle as
well as the famous Black Mountain Road - A4069 –
one of the best in Wales. Lunch stop either Carreg
Cennen or Owls Nest in Llandovery.

Roger and Mark did fly the flag for “proper” VMCC
bikes

Tuesday 14th Sep – 11:00 a.m. Brunch ride-in Seasons Café, Caersws, SY17 5SA.
Just meet up for Brunch (morning coffee if you
prefer), choose your own route there and back.
There are some great roads on the way to Caersws
and this is just the excuse you need to ride them.
Thursday Sep 16th - 19:00 – Club night East - Mordiford.
The Moon Mordiford. HR1 4LW
All existing and intending members welcome.
Nothing formal, just a chance to meet up with friends
and like-minded others.

FUTURE EVENTS
Wednesday August 25th - Breakfast meet - Holloways
Glasshouse café, Suckley. WR6 5DE. 10:00 a.m.
Just meet up for breakfast, no organised ride.
Choose your own route there and back. Despite the
strict COVID rules in place at the time, there was an
excellent turnout in 2020 with some interesting
machinery. The Glasshouse café is a bit upmarket,
but the food and coffee are good.

Thursday Sep 2nd 19:30 – Club night West - The
Greyhound Hotel, 3 Garth Road, Builth Wells, LD2 3AR.
All existing and intending members welcome.
Nothing formal, just a chance to meet up with friends
and like-minded others.
Sunday September 5th – 9:30 a.m. at the Cob House
Café, Wichenford, WR6 6YE – The Worcester TT
A social run, organised by the Worcestershire Section,
suitable for 3-wheelers, low powered and slower

Sunday Sep 19th – 10:30a.m. - Café Racer ride Dom's Bike stop Stoke Prior Rd, Leominster, HR6 0QJ –
Starts and finishes at Dom’s bike stop -. Open roads
with minimal lanes
and 4 coffee stops
along
the
way.
There will be a “best
route” map, but you
can choose your
own. Open to all
bikes,
but
café
racers will be really
appreciated. Free
sticker to all starters.

Wednesday Sep 22nd Breakfast meet 10:00 a.m. - The
Potting Shed, Kirby's Yard, Whitchurch, Ross-on-Wye
HR9 6DJ. Just meet up for breakfast, no organised
ride. Choose your own route there and back.

and modest power output (11 HP), a KE100 is a
sprightly performer and can be persuaded to go offroad too.

UNDER £1000

Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to
ride away, with current V5Cs and MOTs (where required)
for less than £1,000 and all VMCC eligible (made before
Jan 1st 1996).

If you don’t have anything to ride on the Worcester
TT event (Sep 5th – see above), we might have the
answer.
Listed on Facebook Market Place for £950, this 1952
Royal Enfield cycle-motor should give you endless
hours of fun as well as plenty of exercise. Good for
25mph (downhill and with a following wind), these
strange contraptions attract a loyal ownership.

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing. We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertising – that must be your responsibility.

VMCC AREA REPRESENTATIVE FOR WALES
Hopefully this 1981 Kawasaki KE100 will go somewhat
better than it looks. Scruffy and unkempt, but with an
MOT until March 2022 it is offered for sale on eBay for
£1,000, by the well-respected Cornish Classic
Vehicles in Newquay. Apparently “in original
condition with everything working as it should” and
with the benefit of a new rear tyre and genuine
Kawasaki points and condenser, it might offer cheap
running for a few years. Despite its small capacity

Roger Bibbings has agreed to act as Richard
William’s assistant, perhaps with a view to taking full
responsibility at some point in the future. This is a very
strong partnership and will represent the views of the
Welsh membership on all the major issues. We wish
them every success.

VMCC TRACK DAY AT MALLORY PARK
John Macklin and Bob Abberley entered this event –
a successor to the much lamented “Festival of 1,000
bikes” and thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

Bob rode his trusty Kawasaki 500 twin and is seen here
(above) at Barn, followed by his friend Roger on an
Ariel Arrow.
I was lucky enough to do a Cadwell track day in 2014
on my friend Tom Leonard’s CB 500 race bike. It was
a great experience and one I can heartily
recommend.

John (above on his Douglas) found Cadwell “to be a
very technical track, not good on my old skinny
tyres.” And thought “the sessions could have been
better grouped as we were out with Fireblades,
Daytona T595s and a lot of 1990 superbikes, my
overriding memory is of a Moto Guzzi V11 sport
overtaking me on the straight probably at twice my
speed of nearly 70mph on the Douglas”

“COMPASS” AND “CWMPAS” RIDES

Its not too late to do either (or both) of these
excellent events. You can find out how others have
been getting on as well as all the details you need
here on our website.
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/current-year/

TRAIL RIDING
Not surprisingly, given that some of the best off-road
riding in the UK is on our “patch”, Paul Farley has
started to organise section Trail rides, with a view to
firming up a more extensive calendar in 2022. The

first event – something of an experiment was a great
success and extremely well supported with 21 riders
at the start at Hundred House.

We have learned a tremendous amount from this
ride and 2 other smaller “closed” rides in August and
September and we have started to develop some
protocols for next year. We feel that: Bikes must be at least 25 years old
 Riders must be current VMCC members
 Events will be scheduled for a weekday or a
Saturday
 Rides should be accessible to novices.
 A group of competent “leaders” will be
identified
We would like to thank Paul for his leadership and we
look forward to seeing you on one of our future rides

Updates and other stuff can be found on our
Facebook page – Feel free to add your views.
https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire

SECTION WEBSITE
You can find almost everything you need to know
about our section and its activities on our website.
Why
not
take
a
look?
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/

